Pool Rules
1. Children two years of age and under are admitted free.
2. Swimming allowed only during permitted hours, violators will be prosecuted.
3. Non-inflatable Coast Guard approved life jackets or certified personal flotation
devices or swim suits constructed with non-inflatable flotation supports designed
for the size of the child and appropriately secured may be worn in the pool. No
flotation devices or toys such as rings, noodles or inflatable items of any type
allowed in the pool. Balls are not to be used to help float, they are only permitted
to play basketball.
4. No smoking is allowed in the facility. You may step out front of the building to the
smoking buckets if necessary.
5. No gum or glass allowed in pool facility.
6. Only proper swimming suits allowed in pool area – no cut-offs or jeans, no
thongs, no see through suits.
7. No running, pushing, “rough housing”, or inappropriate behavior or language
permitted.
8. Throwing of objects in pool area and deck is prohibited.
9. No sitting or standing on shoulders.
10. Playing on ropes is prohibited.
11. Enter pool by forward feet first jumps only or by ladders.
12. No diving except off diving board.
13. No general swimming allowed in the diving area.
14. Management is NOT responsible for the personal property of pool patrons.
15. Bathhouse restrooms are for pool patrons only.
16. Baby pool is for children five years and younger only, with adult supervision.
17. Rest periods are 15 minutes in length and only those who are 18 and over or
staff are permitted to be in the water.
18. No refunds or rain checks – including weather related closings.
19. Anyone leaving the pool must pay to re-enter.
20. Anyone 11 years old and under must be accompanied by someone 16 years old
or older.
21. All swimmers who are not toilet trained must wear a swim diaper. Swim diapers
can be purchased from the cashier.
22. “Protect Your Water” If you have or have had diarrhea in the past two weeks,
please do not use the pool. Take a cleansing shower before entering the pool
and after using the toilet.
23. No goggles or mask that cover the nose allowed.
24. Smoking, eating, drinking only permitted in designated areas. Manage reserves
the right to inspect all bags, coolers and items brought in from outside.
25. The pool management at any time may establish additional pool rules to provide
for the safety of all patrons.

Pool Rules
Diving Board Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No shirts allowed on the diving board.
Only one bounce on diving board is allowed.
Only one person allowed in the diving area or on board at a time.
No diving from the side of board.
Only forward jumps or dives allowed from the front of board – NO flips, twists or
diving from side of board..
6. No catching children off diving board.

Tiki Slide Rules
1. Patrons must be 44” tall to ride
2. Attendant personnel MUST be obeyed at all times.
3. Patrons must ride water slide in a feet-first position front sitting or lying position –
not on stomach.
4. Stopping, changing positions and forming chains shall be prohibited.
5. Patrons must exit landing/splash pool immediately.
6. No shirts on slide.
7. No catching children off slide.
8. The slide is closed during each rest period. At busy times the gate area will be
closed early to
1. Allow time for the line to empty in time for break.
9. All rules for slide apply to pool parties as well as general public hours.

